TRAINING WITH FREIGHT FARMS
Freight Farms’ Comprehensive Training Programs

Our Certified Farmer Training Program
(CFTP) is the key to your success as a
Freight Farmer!
You can choose to receive training through digital video
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lessons on farmhand® Academy, travel to the Freight
Farms headquarters for a one-day intensive in-person
training, or have the Freight Farms team travel to you
for an on-site session at your location (COVID travel
restrictions permitting). Regardless of the training
option you choose, you will be taught by Freight Farms

Curriculum
Certified Farmer Training Program
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Ongoing Support

On-site
Farmhand Academy

experts on how to operate your Greenery™ S.
It is highly recommended that all operators are properly
trained before operating a Greenery S. This is crucial
to preventing damage and ensuring optimal long-term
operation of the farm.

Freight Farms
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Training Highlights

EX P ERT

Expert members of the Freight Farms team will guide you through the entire

INSTRU CTO RS

training process from understanding the systems that operate your farm to
the most challenging in-farm tasks. Our goal is to give you all the knowledge
you need to to run your operation at peak performance.

P ERSO NA LIZ ED
TRA INING

The training includes time dedicated to meeting your individual needs,
whether that be a consultion on unique business models, advice on exotic
crops, or information on tailoring your farms conditions to maximize yields for
a specific crop.

LIF E TIME A C C ESS
TO SU P P O RT

After attending one of our CFTPs, you will become a certified Freight Farmer,
eligible for lifetime technical support from our Client Services team and access
to robust supplemental learning resources, including our Knowledge Base and
Farmhand Academy. See page 12 for more details.
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Curriculum
Whether in-person or virtual, each training
covers the same curriculum!

The syllabus is designed for everyone,
from the most experienced hydroponic

E QUIPME NT BA S IC S
Introduction to Hydroponic
Container Farming

Learn the basics of hydroponic farming as it compares to soil-based farming,

Farm Orientation &
Component Identification

Get familiar with the Greenery S’ major systems (HVAC, Irrigation, Sensors).

with all the knowledge you need to start

with an emphasis on the key parameters for successful plant growth.

We cover every component and system in detail to provide a strong foundation
for future sessions.

farmer to the plant novice. The goal is to
leave you feeling confident and equipped

Syllabus Sample

Programming & Farm
Software

Dive into the behind-the-scenes farmhand® programming that keeps the farm
running. Learn to create and tweak rules to optimize your farm operations 365
days a year.

growing successfully.
C ROP S C HE DULIN G
Crop Overview &
Management

Discover the basics of crop scheduling that will be your guide for running your
own farm. We cover both single- and multiple-harvest plants to help you create
a customized schedule and accurately project crops’ yields and revenue.

Grow Cycle: Seed

Start farming by planting your first seeds! This session covers germination,
techniques, and seeding schedules.

Grow Cycle: Transplant

Get familiar with the proper transplanting technique. We show you the best
arrangement, spacing, and placement processes for a variety of crops to
ensure a successful first harvest.

Grow Cycle: Harvest

Pick and package your crops correctly under our careful guidance. We will
teach you how and when to harvest and/or trim your crops and how to
package and store each crop to maximize its lifespan while maintaining food
safety protocols.

Freight Farms
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Curriculum
Whether in-person or virtual, each training
method covers the same curriculum!

The syllabus is designed for everyone,

BE S T PRACTICE S
Food Safety & Farm
Maintenance

Build a regular farm cleaning and maintenance schedule to maintain a food

Pest and Disease Mitigation

Learn how to keep your farm free of pests and disease with careful vigilance

safe environment and avoid larger issues in the future.

from the most experienced hydroponic

and consistency. In the event of active pest issues, we provide you with the

farmer to the plant novice. The goal is to

best practices to get rid of the bugs without harming the plants.

leave you feeling confident and equipped
with all the knowledge you need to start
growing successfully.

S OF T WA RE
Farmhand®

Explore the powerful functionality of farmhand®, Freight Farms’ proprietary
monitoring, analysis and programming software. This session goes through all
of the ways you can use farmhand® and your farm’s data to reduce labor and
gain deep insights.

Sensor Calibration

Prepare yourself for the inevitable: All sensors drift over time, and it is crucial
to keep them tuned. This overview will walk you through the steps to calibrate
your farm’s sensors so they are always reading accurately.
*This lesson is not taught during the live virtual training. Instead you will be given video tutorials and supporting howto documents to go over on your own time.

M A RK E TING
Marketing for Freight

See how you can grow your business and brand with a careful marketing plan.

Farmers

Our marketing team takes you through the best strategies for building a social
media plan and the day-to-day marketing activities that will set your business
apart.

Freight Farms
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Certified Farmer Training Program In-Person

Freight Farms
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In-Person Training
Travel to our headquarters in Boston,

Training includes:

Massachuetts, and work alongside our team
to learn everything you need to know before

Live demo of farmhand® software (both inside and outside of the farm)

embarking on your Freight Farming journey.

Farm tour & identification of components and systems within the container

`This is a one-day intensive training that covers
the entire span of the curriculum in eight
hours and gives farmers a hands-on learning
experience. There is a 90-minute break for
lunch, for which farmers will receive a gift card
to a local restaurant.

Calibration for each farm sensor
Hands-on seeding, transplanting, and harvesting workshops
Discussions of best practices (pest& disease mitigation, food safety, and general maintenance)
Walkthrough of the launch process, from pre-delivery to first harvest
Q&A with our team

In order to attend the In-Person CTFP, all
farmers must provide proof of either:
A) Complete vaccination status
B) A negative COVID test result from no
more than 48 hours prior to the training

TIMIN G
Within two weeks of receiving your farm
DURATION
8:30AM- 5:30PM (90-minute lunch break)
FRE QUE N C Y
Once a month

Freight Farms
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Certified Farmer Training Program

On-Site

Due to COVID-19, we are reviewing requests for on-site training and launch on a case-by-case basis.
We cannot guarantee that we will be able to accommodate everyone.

Freight Farms
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On-Site Training
Get the full training experience from the comfort

The itinerary for the two to three days of on-site launch is subject to change based

of your own farm! A dedicated Client Services

on each situation but the entire CFTP curriculum will be coverd over the course of the

specialist will come to your location to teach you

visit. By the time our Client Services team member leaves, you’ll have seeded your first

the same curriculum and assist you in launching

crop and be well on your way to being a successful farmer.

your farm. Training will cover all farming and
maintenance activities for up to eight operators
inside your own farm. Farm launch includes

Day 1: Unboxing and Setup

Day 2: Launching and Utilizing
the Cultivation Area

Introduction to Hydroponic Container Farming (Optional)

Grow Cycle - Seed/Transplant/Harvest

Introduction and Farm Systems Overview

Pest and Disease Prevention

Nursery Station Equipment and Information

Introduction to Calibration

Cultivation Area Equipment and Information

Maintenance and Upkeep

Programming your Greenery™ S

Introduction to farmhand® Software

“unboxing” the farm, programming setup, full
system diagnostics, farmhand® setup, and full
calibration/setup of the hydroponic system.
Before arrival, all farms must have the required
electrical and water hookups connected. Wireless
internet should also be installed or accessible in
order to connect the farm to farmhand®, but it is
not required. Wired internet connections are also
possible but must be discussed with a member

Introduction to Crop Scheduling

of the Freight Farms Client Services team prior to
launch to ensure a smooth setup.

Day 3: For multi-unit launches
An additional day of our CFTP is available for farmers

* You are also welcome to get started with unboxing

launching multiple units.

before a team member’s arrival. Unboxing ahead of time
means more time for dedicated instruction!
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Certified Farmer Training Program

Freight Farms

farmhand® Academy
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Farmhand® Academy
Farmhand Academy is included with your farmhand

Farmhand Academy features 10 sections, including:

purchase. This on-demand training option provides
a robust curriculum in the form of engaging videos,

Understanding your farm (an introduction to hydroponics)

quizzes, and articles. This training option can be

Areas of the farm

completed at your own pace.
Farmhand Academy can be accessed through your
farmhand account at any time. This option is also
available as a supplement to other CFTPs,
including In-Person and On-Site training.

Sensor calibration
Grow cycle (seeding, transplanting, and harvesting)
Pest and& disease mitigation
Maintenance
Food safety
Additional resources
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Ongoing Support
No matter which training option you choose, the Freight Farms Client Services team will always
be here to support you. All farmers who complete the Certified Farmer Training Program have
lifetime access to technical support and all of our supplemental learning resources.

TEC HN I CAL

Our farming and software experts are available for email and

S UPPORT

phone support for all Freight Farmers, regardless of experience

KNO W LED GE
BA SE

Knowledge Base, a part of farmhand, features hundreds of
articles about the best practices for container farming, food

level. Client Services also takes a proactive approach to make

safety, operations, business development, and more! Our

sure you’re on track with intermittent check-ups!

regularly-updated content is available 24/7 on the farmhand®
mobile app or web browser.

FA R M H AN D
A CAD E MY

As a Certified Freight Farmer, you will have access to our online
learning tool, farmhand® Academy. This is the ultimate tool to

F REIGHT FA RM S
C O MM U NIT Y

Tap into the collective knowledge of hundreds of Freight Farmers!
Connect with fellow farmers at our monthly round table events or

brush up on your knowledge or to help train others to work in

Community forum to ask questions, share information, showcase

the farm.

your progress, and celebrate accomplishments. Tap into the
collective knowledge of hundreds of fellow Freight Farmers!
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